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Perturbed discrete systems like xnC1 D f xn C gxn; , xn 2 N , n 2 , when
the associated unperturbed map ( D 0) is not invertible and has a critical orbit
γn homoclinic to a hyperbolic fixed point p are studied. By critical we mean that
the f 0γn are invertible for any integer n 6D 0 but f 0γ0 is not invertible. The main
goal is to give sufficient conditions for a bifurcation from zero to many homoclinics
when the parameter crosses zero. We also give a Melnikov like result assuring the
persistence of homoclinics in a complete neighborhood of  D 0. This result is similar
to the ones obtained for diffeomorphisms and flows. © 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose we have a discrete dynamical system like
xnC1 D f xn C gxn; ; xn 2 N; n 2 ; 1:1
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such that the unperturbed system xnC1 D f xn has an orbit γnn2 ho-
moclinic to a hyperbolic fixed point p. Since p is hyperbolic it has (local)
stable (W s) and unstable (W u) manifolds that can be globalized in the sense
that γ0 2 W s \W u. Then if W s and W u intersect transversally at γ0, that
is, N is the direct sum of the tangent spaces Tγ0W
s and Tγ0W
u of W s and
W u at γ0, and f 0γn is invertible for any n 2 , it is known that homo-
clinic orbits persist, that is, for any  with  sufficiently small (1.1) has a
unique orbit γnn2 near γnn2 which is homoclinic to a hyperbolic
fixed point p of (1.1) that belongs to a neighborhood of p. However, if
either the transversality condition fails or f 0γn is not invertible for some
n 2 , quite different and rich dynamics can arise for  6D 0. Many pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the nontransverse case arising when
γnn2 is a member of a family γnn2,  2 q, of orbits homoclinic
to p even when p is not necessarily hyperbolic [1, 3, 9]. In this case persis-
tence of homoclinic orbits for small  is assured by the condition that a
suitable Melnikov function has a simple zero at some point. On the other
hand, it may well happen that the f 0γn are not all invertible; we refer to
this case as critical. Critical cases have been studied, so far, only when p is
expanding, that is, f 0p has all the eigenvalues outside the unit circle [2, 4].
In [4] geometrical methods have been used to show that homoclinic orbits
to expanding fixed points can either persist, when f x is a local homeo-
morphism around γ0, or a bifurcation arises when a certain transversality
condition holds. A more analytical approach has been used in [2] where the
first of the previous results was recovered by means of topological degree
theory and, moreover, analytical conditions on f x and gx; have been
derived clarifying that, generically, either (1.1) has no homoclinic orbits for
 6D 0 or they appear in pairs on one side of  D 0 and do not exist on the
other side. The purpose of this paper is to extend this result to the criti-
cal hyperbolic case. We will see that it is the critical assumption on γnn2
which is responsible of the bifurcation from zero to many homoclinic solu-
tions, while similar conclusions for flows have been obtained under stronger
degeneracy assumptions (see, e.g., [12]). Moreover, we will also see that the
hyperbolic case is much richer than the expanding one. In particular, one
can have persistence of homoclinic orbits even when γnn2 is an isolated
critical solution, in contrast with the main result in [2]. Another notable
difference is that, in general, the conditions given in Theorem 2 for the hy-
perbolic case take into account all points of the critical solution γnn2,
while for the expanding case just a finite number of points of γnn2 were
needed. We emphasize that the result proved in Theorem 2 of this paper
is very different from those obtained for vector fields when the problem
facing us is usually the loss of transversality (see, e.g., [6, 10, 11]). How-
ever, for completeness, in Section 5 we will also give a persistence result
of homoclinic solutions that involves a Melnikov-like function which is the
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same as the one obtained for diffeomorphisms [1, 3, 9] and in strict relation
with the ones obtained for flows [5, 6, 10, 11]. Let us briefly describe the
structure of the paper. In Section 2 we will give some basic properties of
discrete dichotomies which are a natural tool in this contest, and show, in
Section 3, how they can be used to obtain a general result (Theorem 1) on
the existence of homoclinic orbits for the perturbed system (1.1). In Sec-
tion 4 Theorem 1 will be applied to obtain conditions assuring bifurcation
of homoclinics from zero to many. Finally, some examples will be given in
Section 6.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We give some results on linear maps like
xnC1 D Anxn; xn 2 N; n 2 ; 2:1
when all the An, except for A0, are invertible maps with bounded norm,
independent of n. We define the pseudo-fundamental matrix of (2.1) as
Tn D
8><>:
	; n D 0; 1;
An−1Tn−1; n > 1;
A−1n TnC1; n < 0:
Note that the Tn are invertible matrices for any n 2  and satisfy TnC1 D
AnTn for both n  1 and n  −1 but not for n D 0. Let  D 1; 2; 3; : : :
and − D 0;−1;−2;−3; : : :. We assume that (2.1) has a discrete di-
chotomy on both  and −; that is, there exist constants M > 1,  2 0; 1,
and projection matrices PC and P− such that, for n;m 2 ,
TnPCT−1m  Mn−m; m  n;
Tn	− PCT−1m  Mm−n; n  m;
2:2
and, for n;m 2 −,
TnP−T−1m  Mn−m; m  n;
Tn	− P−T−1m  Mm−n; n  m:
2:3
We have the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let (2.1) satisfy (2.2) on  (resp. (2.3) on −) and let Bn be
a family of matrices such that An C Bn is invertible for any n 2  (resp. n 2
− n 0), and Bn ! 0 as n! C1 resp. n! −1. Then the perturbed
system:
xnC1 D An C Bnxn
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has a discrete dichotomy on  (resp. on −) with possibly different constantseM and e 2 0; 1 and projection matrix ePC (resp. eP−) which has the same
rank as PC (resp. P−).
Proof. The result is known (see [7, pp. 232–237]) either on  and on
− n 0. So we only have to evaluate eT0eP−eT−1m  and eTm	 − eP−eT−10 
for m  −1, where eTn is the pseudo-fundamental solution of the perturbed
system. As we have
eT0eP−eT−1m   eT−1−1  eT−1eP−eT−1m 
and
eTm	− eP−eT−10   eTm	− eP−eT−1−1  eT−1
the estimate is obvious, with possibly different constants.
The next two lemmas relate discrete dichotomies with the existence of
bounded solutions of linear nonhomogeneous systems. We will denote by
NL and RL the nullspace and the range, respectively, of a linear opera-
tor L.
Lemma 2. Let (2.1) satisfy (2.2) on . Then for any  2 RPC and for
any bounded sequence hnn1 the nonhomogeneous system:
xnC1 D Anxn C hn; n 2 ;
PCx1 D 
2:4
has a unique solution x D xnn1 which is bounded on . Moreover,
sup
n1
xn  C

 C sup
n1
hn

: 2:5
Remark. The space XC xD hnn1x supn1 hn < C1 endowed with
the norm h D supn1 hn becomes a Banach space. With this norm (2.5)
reads
x; h  C C h;
x; h xD xn; hn1 being the unique solution given by Lemma 2.
Proof. If x0nn1; x00nn1 2 XC are two solutions of (2.4), then xn xD
x0n − x00nn1 is a bounded solution of
xnC1 D Anxn;
PCx1 D 0:
As a consequence, x1 D T−1n xn and x1 D 	− PCx1, and we obtain, using
(2.2), x1  T1	 − PCT−1n  xn  CMn−1x ! 0 as n ! C1. Thus
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x1 D 0 and then xn D 0 for any n 2 ; the uniqueness is proved. Concerning
the existence, observe that the series
PC1
kDn Tn	− PCT−1kC1hk converges for
any n 2 . In fact,
Tn	− PCT−1kC1hk MkC1−nhy
thus
C1X
kDn
Tn	− PCT−1kC1hk M1− −1h: 2:6
So the sequence
xn D Tn C
n−1X
kD1
TnPCT
−1
kC1hk −
C1X
kDn
Tn	− PCT−1kC1hk 2:7
is well defined and xnn1 solves (2.4). Finally, from (2.6) and (2.7) we
easily get
xn M C 2M1− −1h:
Then
x  C C h; C D 2M1− −1:
Lemma 3. Let (2.1) satisfy (2.3) on −. Then for any  2 NP− and for
any bounded sequence hnn0 the nonhomogeneous system:
xnC1 D Anxn C hnC1; n 2 − n 0;
	− P−x0 D 
2:8
has a unique solution x D xnn0 which is bounded on −. Moreover,
sup
n0
xn  C

 C sup
n0
hn

: 2:9
The proof of Lemma 3 is similar to that of Lemma 2, so we omit it.
Remark. The space X− xD hnn0x supn0 hn < C1 endowed with
the norm h D supn0 hn becomes a Banach space. With this norm (2.9)
reads
x;h  C C h;
x;h xD xn;hn0 being the unique solution given by Lemma 3; in
this case the solution can be written as
xn D TnC
nX
kD−1
TnP−T
−1
k hk −
0X
kDnC1
Tn	− P−T−1k hk: 2:10
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We conclude this section by recalling some properties of discrete di-
chotomies that we will need later on. The space RPC is characterized by
RPC D

 2 N x Tn  Cn; n 2 
} 2:11
and is called the stable space of (2.1). Similarly, the space NP− is charac-
terized by
NP− D

 2 N x Tn  C−n; n 2 −
} 2:12
and is called the unstable space of (2.1). Moreover, if (2.1) has a discrete
dichotomy on both  and − with projections PC, P−, then the system
adjoint to (2.1)
xn−1 D Anxn; n 2 ;
has a discrete dichotomy on both  [ 0 and − xD −1;−2; : : : with
projections 	 − PC or 	 − P− and pseudo-fundamental solution Sn D
T nC1−1 (see also [1]). In this case the stable and unstable spaces are
given by
R	− PC D NPC D

 2 N x Sn  Cn; n 2  [ 0
}
;
N 	− P− D RP− D

 2 N x Sn  C−n; n 2 −
}
:
3. BIFURCATION EQUATIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF
HOMOCLINIC ORBITS
In this section we consider the problem of the existence of homoclinic
orbits in systems like
xnC1 D f xn C gxn; ; xn 2 N;  2 ; 3:1
when the unperturbed system xnC1 D f xn, obtained by setting  D 0, has
a homoclinic orbit γn to a hyperbolic fixed point, that is, a point p 2 N
such that f p D p and all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A xD
f 0p are different from zero and have modulus different from 1. We also
assume that f 0γn is invertible for any n 6D 0 while f 0γ0 is not. The
pseudo-fundamental matrix Tn of system
xnC1 D Axn 3:2
is given by
Tn D

An−1 if n  1;
An if n  0:
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From the assumption on p it is known that (3.2) has a discrete di-
chotomy on both  and −; thus, owing to Lemma 1 and the fact that
limn!1 f 0γn −A D 0, the linear system
xnC1 D Anxn; An D f 0γn
has a discrete dichotomy on both  and −, and the projections PC and
P− satisfy dim RPC C dim NP− D N . The main result of this section is the
following.
Theorem 1. Assume that the above conditions hold and that f and g are
C2 in their arguments in a neighborhood of γn. Then there exist 0; 0 > 0
such that for any  2 RPC,  2 NP−, and  2  with  C  < 0 and
 < 0, system (3.1) has unique solutions γCn ;n1 and γ−n ;n0
which are C2 maps into XC and X−, respectively, such that PCγC1 ; −
γ1 D , 	− P−γ−0 ; − γ0 D , and
sup
n1
γCn ; − γn C sup
n0
γ−n ; − γn < 0: 3:3
Moreover,
sup
n1
γCn ; − γn C sup
n0
γ−n ; − γn ! 0 3:4
as ;; ! 0; 0; 0. Finally, (3.1) has, for  sufficiently small, a homo-
clinic orbit γnn2 satisfying
lim
!0
sup
n2
γn − γn D 0 3:5
if and only if the equation
B;; xD γC1 ; − f γ−0 ; − gγ−0 ;;  D 0 3:6
has a solution ; D ;  2 RPC NP− such that lim!0  D
0 and lim!0  D 0.
Proof. We will do the proof of the existence of γ−n ;, the proof of
the existence of γCn ; being similar. As we look for a solution of (3.1)
which is close to γn, we set xn D qn C γn and require that q D qnn0 is an
element of X− (see the remark after Lemma 3) with small norm. Now, for
any  2 NP− and q D qnn0 2 X−, it follows from Lemma 3 that there
exists a unique solution Oq D  Oqnn0 2 X− of system
OqnC1 −An Oqn D f qn C γn − f γn −Anqn C gqn C γn; ; n < 0;
	− P− Oq0 D :
Let F x X− NP− ! X− be the map given by F q;; D Oq (actually,
the map F is defined in a neighborhood of 0; 0; 0 in X−  NP−  ).
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Since the right-hand side of the above system is a C2 function from X−
into X− [8] and Oq is given by (2.10) with obvious changes, we get that F is
a C2 map. We now show that a 0 > 0 exists such that, for any  2 0; 0,
there exists  > 0 such that, for ;  < , the map F is a contraction
on the ball B D q 2 X−x q <  which is uniform in ;. We
have f qn C γn − f γn −Anqn C gqn C γn;   1qq C K,
where K xD supgx C γn; x x  ; n  0;  < 0 and 1 xD
supf 0x C γn −Anx x  ; n  0 is an increasing function of  and
tends to 0 as  tends to 0. Then Lemma 3 implies
 Oq  C C 1q CK: 3:7
As a consequence, if 0;  are chosen so small that 10 C K <
1=2C, 0 <   0, and  CK < =2C, we obtain  Oq < . Moreover,
if q1; q2 are elements in X− such that q1; q2 < , then Oq2 − Oq1 is a
solution of
OqnC1 −An Oqn D f q2n C γn − f q1n C γn −Anq2n − q1n
C gq2n C γn;  − gq1n C γn; ; n < 0;
	− P− Oq0 D 0:
So, the same Lemma 3 implies that  Oq2 − Oq1  C10 C Kq2 −
q1 < 12q2 − q1. Thus, F is a contraction, uniform in ;, and the
uniform contraction theorem implies the existence of a unique fixed point
q; xD qn;n0 of F . The solution we looked for is then given
by γ−n ; xD qn; C γnn0. As F is C2 in q;;, so is the fixed
point q;; moreover, as γnn0 satisfies (3.1) with  D 0, we have
qn0; 0 D 0 for any n  0, because of uniqueness. Properties (3.3) and (3.4)
follow then because of continuity. Now, let us show the second part of the
theorem. First, assume that (3.6) has a solution  D ,  D  such
that lim!0  D 0, lim!0  D 0. Then, for  sufficiently small,
γCn ; n1 and γ−n ; n0 are defined and setting
γn D

γCn ;  if n  1;
γ−n ;  if n  0;
we have γ1 D γC1 ;  D f γ−0 ;  C gγ−0 ; ; .
Hence, γnn2 is a solution of (3.1). Moreover, from (3.7) and
the fact that qn xD γn − γnn2 is a fixed point of F , we have
supn2 γn − γn <  < 0, provided  C  C K < =2C.
Thus, (3.5) follows. Furthermore, as p is a hyperbolic fixed point of
xnC1 D f xn, (3.1) will have, for  sufficiently small, a unique fixed point
p which is hyperbolic and satisfies p0 D p. As a consequence of (3.5),
we see that γn lies in a neighborhood of p as n ! C1, and then
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limn!1 γn D p because of the saddle point property of hyperbolic
fixed points. This means that γnn2 is a homoclinic orbit to p.
On the other hand, assume that (3.1) has a homoclinic orbit γnn2
satisfying (3.5). Then there exists N > 0 such that, for   N, we have
K C PCγ1 − γ1C 	− P−γ0 − γ0 < 02C
Thus, taking D  xDPCγ1−γ1 and D xD 	− P−γ0−
γ0, we have  C  C K < 0=2C and then, from the previous part,
there exist unique solutions γCn ;n1 and γ−n ;n0 satisfying
(3.4). From uniqueness we then have
γn D

γCn ;  if n  1;
γ−n ;  if n  0:
Thus, γC1 ; D γ1 D f γ0 C gγ0;  D f γ−0 ; C
gγ−0 ;;  and then  D ,  D  is a solution of (3.6) which
satisfies lim!0  D 0, lim!0  D 0. The proof is complete.
Remark. From (2.7), (2.10), and the proof of Theorem 1, we can write
the following implicit expressions for γCn ; and γ−n ;:
γCn ; D γn C Tn
C
n−1X
kD1
TnPCT
−1
kC1
n
f γCk ; − f γk −AkγCk ; − γk
C gγCk ;; 
o
−
1X
kDn
Tn	− PCT−1kC1
n
f γCk ; − f γk
−AkγCk ;−γkCgγCk ;; 
o
and
γ−n ; D γn C Tn
C
n−1X
kD−1
TnP−T
−1
kC1
n
f γ−k ; − f γk −Anγ−k ; − γk
C gγ−k ;; 
o
−
−1X
kDn
Tn	−P−T−1kC1
n
f γ−k ;− f γk
−Anγ−k ;−γkCgγ−k ;; 
o
:
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As γCn ; and γ−n ; are smooth functions of their arguments, and the
series can be differentiated term by term, since the series of the derivatives
are uniformly convergent, we obtain the following equalities:
@γC1
@
0; 0 D −
1X
kD1
	− PCT−1kC1gγk; 0;
@γ−0
@
0; 0 D
−1X
kD−1
P−T
−1
kC1gγk; 0;
@γC1
@
0; 0 D 	RPC;
@γ−0
@
0; 0 D 	NP− :
3:8
Moreover, differentiating the above implicit expressions for γCn ; and
γ−n ; at  D  D 0 and  D 0, we get
@γCn
@
0; 0 D Tn; n  1;
@γ−n
@
0; 0 D Tn; n  0;
@2γC1
@2
0; 0 D −
C1X
kD1
	− PCT−1kC1f 00γkTk; Tk;
@2γ−0
@2
0; 0 D
−1X
kD−1
P−T
−1
kC1f
00γkTk; Tk:
3:9
In order to give conditions for solving (3.6), we will need to consider the
linear part L of B;; at  D 0. From (3.8) it follows that L; D
 −A0. Thus, writing B;; D 0 as
L; D L; − B;;; Lx RPC  NP− ! N;
we see that a careful study of the properties of L will give some insight
about the possibility of solving (3.6). The following result analyzes NL and
RL.
Proposition 1. L is a Fredholm operator with index zero. Its nullspace
NL is given by
NL D A0;x  2 NP−; A0 2 RPC};
and is isomorphic to W xD xnn2x supn2 xn < C1; xnC1 D Anxn,
the space of all bounded solutions of the linear system xnC1 D Anxn, and
dim NL D dimRPC \RA0	 − P− C dimNA0 \ NP−. Moreover, we
have
RL? D NPC \ N 	− P−A0
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and RL? is isomorphic ton
 nn2x sup
n2
 n < C1;  n D AnC1 nC1
o
;
the space of all bounded solutions of the adjoint system  n D AnC1 nC1.
Proof. It is obvious that L is Fredholm with index zero and that the
equality NL D A0;x  2 NP−;A0 2 RPC holds. So, let us show
that NL is isomorphic to W . Let Jx W ! NL be the linear map defined as
Jxnn2 D x1; x0. We show that J is one to one. Assume Jxnn2 D
0; 0; thus, x1 D 0 D x0 implies xnC1 D Anxn D 0 for any n  1, and
xn−1 D A−1n−1xn D 0 for any n  0. So xn D 0 for any n 2 . Next, J is onto;
in fact, if ; D A0; 2 NL, we set
xn D

Tn; n  1;
Tn; n  0:
To show the equality about dim NL, we will study RL. We have x 2
RL if and only if there exists ; 2 RPC  NP− such that x D  −
A0; so x 2 RPC CRA0	− P−. Conversely, if x D  CA0 2 RPC C
RA0	−P−, then x D L;− 2 RL. As a consequence, RL D RPC C
RA0	− P− and
dim NL D N − dimRPC CRA0	− P−
D N − dim RPC − dim RA0	− P−
C dimRPC \RA0	− P−
D dim R	− P− − dim RA0	− P−
C dimRPC \RA0	− P−
D dim NA0NP− C dimRPC \RA0	− P−
D dimRPC \RA0	− P− C dimNA0 \ NP−:
Now, from RL D RPC C RA0	 − P−, we obtain RL? D RPC C
RA0	 − P−? D NPC \ N A0	 − P− D NPC \ N 	 − P−A0. So,
consider the linear map  nn2 7!  0 from the space of bounded solutions
of the adjoint linear system into RL? D NPC \ N 	− P−A0. It is easy
to see that this is a well-defined map; in fact, since  nn2 is bounded, we
have  0 2 NPC andA0 0 2 N 	−P−. If  0 D 0 we have  −1 D A0 0 D 0;
thus, using induction,  n D 0 for any n 2 . So, the map is one to one.
Let Sn D T nC1−1 be the pseudo-fundamental matrix of the adjoint system
 n D AnC1 nC1 (see Section 2); then, if  0 2 RL?, we have  0 2 NPC,
A0 0 2 RP−, and the sequence e nn2 with
e n D Sn 0; n  0;SnA0 0; n  −1;
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is bounded and solves the adjoint system  n D AnC1 nC1. The proof is
complete.
4. BIFURCATION OF HOMOCLINIC ORBITS
In this section we apply Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 of Section 3 to ob-
tain the following bifurcation result from isolated critical homoclinic orbits.
Theorem 2. Let 1; : : : ; r be a basis for the space V D  2
NP−x A0 2 RPC,  1; : : : ;  r an orthonormal basis for RL? D
NPC \ N 	− P−A0, and Qk D aki; j  be as follows:
a
k
i; j D
0X
lD−1
 
k
l f
00γlTli; Tlj C
1X
lD1
 
k
l f
00γlTlA0i; TlA0j;
where
 
k
l D
(
T−1lC1 k; l  0;
T−1lC1A0 k; l < 0:
Assume that Nk 2 1; : : : ; r exists such that the quadratic form Q Nk; ,
 2 r , has definite sign. Then, corresponding to any nonzero solution N 2 r
of the quadratic system
Qk;  D −0
C1X
lD−1
 
k
l gγl; 0; k D 1; : : : ; r; 4:1
with either 0 D 1 or 0 D −1, such that the matrix Q1 N    Qr N is
invertible, there exists a unique solution γn; Nn2 to system (3.1), for any
 sufficiently small and such that 0 > 0, which also satisfies
sup
n2
γn; N − γn ! 0 as ! 0: 4:2
Furthermore, if all solutions N of system (4.1) are such that the matrix
Q1 N    Qr N is invertible, the above solutions γn; Nn2 are the
unique homoclinic orbits of (3.1) satisfying (4.2) in a neighborhood of  D 0.
In particular, (3.1) has no homoclinic solutions satisfying (4.2) when  is
sufficiently small and 0 < 0.
Proof. First of all we note that, if N is a nonzero solution of (4.1), thenPC1
lD−1 
 Nk
l gγl; 0 is nonzero and has the same sign as −0Q Nk N; N.
As the first of these two terms has sign independent of 0, we see
that system (4.1) cannot have solutions for both 0 D 1 and 0 D
−1. Second, we note that, if N is a nonzero solution of (4.1) and
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Q1 N    Qr N is invertible, then −N is another solution of (4.1)
such that −Q1 N    −Qr N D −Q1 N    Qr N is invertible.
Thus, homoclinic orbits appear in pair when 0 > 0.
Motivated by Theorem 1, we look for solutions ; D ; 
of B;; D 0 such that  C  < 0. Let eV  NP− be a fixed com-
plement of V in NP− and write  2 NP− as  D e CPriD1 ii, e 2 eV ,
 D 1; : : : ; r 2 r . Thus, any ; 2 RPC  NP− can be written
as ; D e;e C PriD1 iA0i;PriD1 ii, with e D  −PriD1 iA0i.
This decomposition corresponds to a fixed splitting of RPC  NP− D eX 
NL. Let  xD
Pr
iD1 ii 2 V ; then (3.6) also reads
Le;e D Le;e − γC1 e CA0; C f γ−0 eC ;
C gγ−0 eC ;;  xD Hex; ;; (4.3)
where ex D e;e. Note that
H0; 0; 0 D −γ1 C f γ0 D 0;
@H
@ex 0; 0; 0e;e D Le;e − @γ
C
1
@
e CA0 @γ−0@ e
D Le;e − Le;e D 0;
@H
@j
0; 0; 0 D −@γ
C
1
@
A0j CA0
@γ−0
@
j D −A0j CA0j D 0
(4.4)
because of (3.9) with n D 0; 1 (we recall that T0 D T1 D 	). Applying the
Lyapunov–Schmidt method, (4.3) reduces to the system:
Lex D Hex; ; − rX
iD1
 iHex; ; i;
 iHex; ; D 0; i D 1; : : : ; r: 4:5
Because of the above properties of Hex; ; and the fact that LeX is an
isomorphism, the first equation in (4.5) has a unique solution: ex; D
e;;e; for small   and , such that
ex0; 0 D 0;
@ex
@j
0; 0 D 0; j D 1; : : : ; r: 4:6
Furthermore, ex;x r  ! eX is a C2 map, and then the derivatives
of e; (resp. e;) belong to RPC (resp. NP−). So we are led to
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consider the problem of the existence of solutions  D  of small norm
of the bifurcation equations:
Bk; xD  kHex;; ; D 0; k D 1; : : : ; r: 4:7
Using (3.8), (3.9), (4.3), (4.4), (4.6), and  k 2 NPC \ N 	− P−A0, we
get
Bk0; 0 D  kH0; 0; 0 D 0;
@Bk
@j
0; 0 D  k

@H
@x
0; 0; 0 @ex
@j
0; 0 C @H
@j
0; 0; 0

D 0;
@Bk
@
0; 0 D  k @H
@
0; 0; 0
D  k

−@γ
C
1
@
0; 0 CA0
@γ−0
@
0; 0 C gγ0; 0

D  k
 C1X
jD1
	− PCT−1jC1gγj; 0
CA0
0X
jD−1
P−T
−1
j gγj−1; 0 C gγ0; 0

D
C1X
jD−1
 
k
j gγj; 0;
@2Bk
@i@j
0; 0 D  k @
2H
@i @j
0; 0; 0
D  k @
2
@i @j
−γC1 A0; 0 C f (γ−0 ; 0}D0
D  k
 C1X
lD1
	− PCT−1lC1f 00γlTlA0i; TlA0j
C f 00γ0i;jCA0
−1X
lD−1
P−T
−1
lC1f
00γlTli; Tlj

D
0X
lD−1
 
k
l f
00γlTli; Tlj
C
C1X
lD1
 
k
l f
00γlTlA0i; TlA0j
D aki; j :
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So we have
Bk; D
C1X
lD−1
 
k
l gγl; 0C
rX
i; jD1
a
k
i; j ij C r1; C r2;;
where
r1; D
rX
i;jD1
bi;j;ij; bi;j;! 0 as  C ! 0
and r2; D O  C  as   C  ! 0. Now, observe that, if 
solves B Nk; D 0 and lim!0  D N , taking the limit for ! 0 of the
above equality, we obtain Q Nk N; N C o N 2 D 0. However, in a neigh-
borhood of  D 0, this equation has the unique solution N D 0 because of
the fact that Q Nk; is sign definite. Without loss of generality, we can
then look for a solution  D  of (4.7) which tends to 0 as ! 0. More
particularly, we look for a solution of the form j D j
p, j D 1; : : : ; r.
Writing eBk; D Bkjp; , we obtain
eBk; D Qk;  C C1X
jD−1
 
k
j gγj; 0
C
rX
i; jD1
bi; j
(

p; ij C r2(p; ;
where  D 1; : : : ; r. To fix ideas, we assume 0 D 1 or, in other words,
that the quadratic system
Qk;  D −
C1X
jD−1
 
k
j gγj; 0; k D 1; : : : ; r; 4:8
has a nonzero solution N D NjjD1;:::;r , such that Q1 N    Qr N is
invertible, and consider the following system on r which is equivalent to
(4.7) for  > 0:
Qk;  D −
C1X
jD−1
 
k
j gγj; 0
−
rX
i; jD1
bi; j
(

p; ij
− r2
(

p; ; k D 1; : : : ; r:
4:9
This system has, for  D 0, the nonzero solution N. Moreover,
@Qk; =@DN D 2Qk N, so the implicit function theorem implies
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the existence of a unique solution  of (4.9), such that 0 D N. The
first part of the theorem is then proved. We now prove the last part. As-
sume that system (4.1) has the solutions N1; : : : ; Ns and that the matrices
Q1 Nj; : : : ;Qr Nj, j D 1; : : : ; s, are all invertible. In the previous part
we have seen that continuous solutions j of (4.9) exist such that
j0 D Nj. Hence, for  sufficiently small, system (4.7) has at least s
different solutions j given by  j D jp. Incidentally,
note that different values of  give rise to different  because of the
uniqueness of the splitting  D eCPriD1 ii. These ’s, in turn, give rise
to different solutions γnn2 because of 	− P−γ0 − γ0 D . We
now show that  1; : : : ; s are the unique solutions of (4.7). Write
Bk; D 0 asQk; C r1;} D − C1X
jD−1
 
k
j gγj; 0 C r2;

: 4:10
Thus, if  D  is, for  sufficiently small, a solution of (4.10) which
satisfies lim!0  D 0, the term Q Nk; C r1; must eventually
have the same sign as −PC1jD−1  Nkj gγj; 0. However, since system (4.8)
has a solution, this last term has the same sign as Q Nk; only if  > 0.
Thus,  must be positive and, moreover,  D Op because, as !
0, the right-hand side of (4.10) is of the first order in , while the left-hand
side is of the second order in . Then  D =p is a bounded
solution of (4.9). The proof will be complete if we show that (4.9) has no
bounded solution except for j, j D 1; : : : ; s; for  sufficiently small.
If not, a sequence n can be found such that limn!1 n D 0 and (4.9)
has the solutions 1n; : : : ; sn; n. Passing to a subsequence,
if necessary, we can assume that the limit  D limn!1 n exists and it
must satisfy (4.8). So a j exists such that Nj D  and then jn D n
because j is the unique solution of (4.9) in a neighborhood of Nj. The
proof is complete.
Remarks. (1) The assumptions of Theorem 2 about Qk, k D 1; : : : ; r,
do not depend on the choice of 1; : : : ; r. In fact, if e1; : : : ; er is
another basis of V , we can write ei D PrjD1 cijj , the matrix cij being
invertible. Then, if eQk D eakij  is the quadratic form associated with the
basis e1; : : : ; er, we have eakij DPrl;mD1 cimakml cjl, oreQk D cijQkcij:
So eQk and Qk are similar matrices and have the same sign. Moreover, if
N is a solution of (4.1), thene D cij−1 N solves the same system with eQk
instead of Qk and eQ1e    eQre D cijQ1 N    Qr N has
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the same rank as Q1 N    Qr N. As a consequence, in order to test
the hypotheses of Theorem 2, we can proceed in the following way. Fix any
set of r independent bounded solutions of the linear system xnC1 D Anxn,
n 2 , say 1n n2; : : : ; rn n2; then 10 ; : : : ; r0  spans V and
we have
a
k
i; j D
C1X
nD−1
 
k
n f
00γnin ;jn :
(2) If p is an expanding fixed point, one has P− D PC D 0. So V D NA0
and RL? D NA0. Thus,  2 V and  2 RL? implies Tk D 0 for
any k  1 and T kC1A0 D 0 for any k < 0. As a consequence, akij D
 kf 00γ0i;j. Hence, Theorem 2 in this paper extends Theorem 2 in
[2] to the hyperbolic case.
(3) From the proof of Theorem 2 we see that, if V D 0, we do not have
any bifurcation and the perturbed system has a unique homoclinic solution
γn in a neighborhood of γn for any small . In the hyperbolic
nonexpanding case, V D 0 might arise even when A0 is not invertible.
This is one of the main differences to the expanding case.
5. PERSISTENCE OF HOMOCLINIC ORBITS
Theorem 2 in Section 4 is a result concerning bifurcations of homoclinic
orbits from zero to many. For completeness we will see in this section that,
if the critical homoclinic orbit is part of a family of homoclinics, it is also
possible to have persistence of these orbits for any  in a small neighborhood
of  D 0. This persistence is driven by a Melnikov-like condition which is
similar to the ones obtained either for diffeomorphic maps [1, 3, 9] or for
flows [5, 6, 10, 11]. We begin with the following:
Proposition 2. Consider the equation xnC1 D f xn and assume that
γnn2 is an orbit homoclinic to a hyperbolic fixed point p 2 N . Then
there exist a neighborhood W1 of γ1 W0 of γ0, a C1 submanifold W s  W1
W u  W0, and a diffeomorphism Cx RPC ! W s −x NP− ! W u, such
that the following hold:
(1) The system xnC1 D f xn, with x1 2 W s, has a solution xnn1
which is bounded on  and xn − γn < NMn0 , n  1, 0 2 ; 1 (the system
xn D f xn−1, with x0 2 W u, has a solution xnn0 which is bounded on −
and xn − γn < NM−n0 , n  0).
(2) The tangent space of W s at γ1, Tγ1W
s, is exactly RPC and
DC0 D PC the tangent space of W u at γ0, Tγ0W u, is exactly NP− and
D−0 D 	− P−.
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Proof. Setting xn D qn C γn, system xnC1 D f xn can be written as
qnC1 −Anqn D f qn C γn − f γn −Anqn xD hnqn:
Let 0 2 ; 1 be a fixed real number. We look for solutions qnn1 of
the above system such that qn  NMn0 . By the proof of Lemma 2 we are
led to consider the map
OF x qnn1;  7!  Oqnn1;  2 RPC;
where
Oqn D Tn C
n−1X
kD1
TnPCT
−1
kC1hkqk −
C1X
kDn
Tn	− PCT−1kC1hkqk:
However, in this case, we will consider OF as defined on SC RPC, where
SC xD qnn1x supn1 qn−n0 < C1. Let 1 xD supq f 0γn C q −
f 0γn (then 1 ! 0 as ! 0) and q0 xD supn1 qn−n0 be the norm
in SC, q xD supn1 qn. So q  q0 andn−1X
kD1
TnPCT
−1
kC1hkqk
  n−1X
kD1
Mn−k−11qqk
M1q0q0
n−1X
kD1
n−k−1k−nC10 
n−1
0
M1q0q0n00 − −1:
Similarly,C1X
kDn
Tn	− PCT−1kC1hkqk
  C1X
kDn
MkC1−n1q0q0k−n0 n0
M1q0q0n01− 0−1:
So OF maps SC RPC into SC and, for  < 0 sufficiently small, OF is a
contraction, uniform in , on the ball B  SC provided  is sufficiently
small. Thus, OF has a unique fixed point qnn0 2 B  SC. More-
over, it is not difficult to see that OF x SC RPC ! SC is C1, and hence so
is its fixed point qnn1. Then, setting
W s D q1x  2 RPC;  < 0;
thesis (1) of the theorem easily follows. Finally, define
Cx RPC ! W s; C D q1;
or C D  −PC1kD1	− PCT−1kC1hkqk. It is clear that DC0 D 
because hk is of second order in qn (uniformly in n). As a consequence,
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C is a one-to-one C1 map and then W s is a (local) C1 submanifold of
N with the same dimension of RPC, so Tγ1W
s D RPC. Similar arguments
hold on −, and the proof is complete.
The (local) manifolds W s and W u are called stable and unstable man-
ifolds, respectively (see also [13]). From the above results it follows that
RPC (resp. NP−) can be obtained as the tangent space Tγ1W
s (Tγ0W
u).
Thus, V can be characterized by V D  2 Tγ0W ux A0 2 Tγ1W s. This
fact could lead one to think that, in order to determine some vectors in
V , one can look for a submanifold M  W u such that f M  W s. In fact,
in this case A0Tγ0M  Tγ1W s and we obtain some nonzero vectors in V .
However, if this is the case, Theorem 2 cannot be applied because, for any
 2 Tγ0M, we have Qk; D 0 for any k D 1; : : : ; r as it will be shown
in the following theorem, where another existence result is also stated.
Theorem 3 (Nontransverse case). Assume that the nonlinear system
xnC1 D f xn has an r-parameter family of homoclinic solutions γnn2,
 2 U  r , U being a neighborhood of zero in r , such that γn0 D γn for
any n 2 , and γ000 has maximum rank (equal to r). Then @γ0=@j0 2
V , j D 1; : : : ; r, dim V  r and none of the quadratic forms Qk can have
definite sign. However, if dim V D r and the “Melnikov vector”
1k xD
C1X
jD−1
 
k
j gγj; 0; k D 1; : : : ; r;
has a simple zero at  D 0, that is, 1k0 D 0 for any k D 1; : : : ; r, and
rank10k0 D r, then (3.1) has, for  sufficiently small, a unique homoclinic
orbit eγnn2 such that
sup
n2
eγn − γn0 ! 0;  ! 0:
Proof. As we already observed, γ0 2 W u and f γ0 2 W s imply
@γ0=@j0 2 Tγ0W u D NP− and A0@γ0=@j0 2 Tγ1W s D RPC. So@γ0=@j0 2 V and the first conclusion of the theorem easily follows
from rank@γ0=@j0 D r. We now show that, if rank γ000 D r, none
of the quadratic forms Qk can have definite sign. We will show this by
proving that
C1X
lD−1
 
k
l f
00γl

@γl
@i
0; @γl
@j
0

D 0:
From γnC1 D f γn and the uniqueness of γCn ;n1,
γ−n ;n0, we obtain
γCn PCγ1 − γ1; 0 D γn; n  1;
γ−n 	− P−γ0 − γ0; 0 D γn; n  0:
5:1
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As a consequence, the existence condition B;; D 0 is identically sat-
isfied taking  D PCγ1 − γ1,  D 	 − P−γ0 − γ0, and  D 0.
Thus,
@2γC1 PCγ1 − γ1; 0 − f γ−0 	− P−γ0 − γ0; 0
@i @j
D 0:
On the other hand, using also (3.8),
@2γC1 PCγ1 − γ1; 0
@i@j

D0
D @
2γC1
@2

0; 0

@γ1
@i
0; @γ1
@j
0

C PC
@2γ1
@i@j
0
D −
1X
kD1
	− PCT−1kC1f 00γk

Tk
@γ1
@i
0; Tk
@γ1
@j
0

C PC
@2γ1
@i@j
0
D −
1X
kD1
	− PCT−1kC1f 00γk

@γk
@i
0; @γk
@j
0

C PC
@2γ1
@i@j
0
and, similarly,
@2f γ−0 	− P−γ0 − γ0; 0
@i@j

D0
D f 00γ0

@γ0
@i
0; @γ0
@j
0

CA0
@2γ−0
@2

0; 0

@γ0
@i
0; @γ0
@j
0

CA0	− P−
@2γ0
@ij
0
D A0	− P−
@2γ0
@ij
0 C f 00γ0

@γ0
@i
0; @γ0
@j
0

CA0
0X
kD−1
P−T
−1
k f
00γk−1

@γk−1
@i
0; @γk−1
@j
0

:
So, using the fact that
PC
@2γ1
@i @j
0 −A0	− P−
@2γ0
@i j
0 2 RL;
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we obtain, for any  k 2 RL?,
C1X
lD−1
 
k
l f
00γl

@γl
@i
0; @γl
@j
0

D 0;
and the first part of the theorem is proved. Let us now show the second
part assuming that dim V D r. To carry out this analysis, a preliminary
study of the properties of the linear variational system xnC1 D f 0γnxn
is in order. It is known that, for any  in a neighborhood of  D 0, this
system has a discrete dichotomy on both  and −, with constants inde-
pendent of  and projections PC and P−, that can be chosen C1
in  (see, e.g., [1, 12]) and satisfying P0 D P and PCPC D PC,
P−P− D P−. Moreover, xnC1 D f 0γnxn has r independent solutions
which are bounded on , that is, @γn=@jn2, j D 1; : : : ; r. As a
consequence, the linear map Lx RPC  NP− ! N , given by L; D
PC − f 0γ0	 − P−, has a nullspace of dimension at least
r. As the nullspace of L0 D L has dimension exactly r, we obtain that
dim NL D r for small . Hence, codimRL D r and we can choose r
independent vectors  1; : : : ;  r, C1 in , and spanning RL?.
Thus, for  in a neighborhood of  D 0, a basis for the space of bounded
solutions of the adjoint system xn−1 D f 0γnxn is given by
 
k
n  xD
(
Sn k if n  0;
Snf 0γ0 k if n  −1;
1  k  r, Sn xD T nC1−1, Tn being the pseudo-fundamental so-
lution of xnC1 D f 0γnxn. Moreover, from PCPC D PC, we see
that γCn e C PCγ1 − γ1;  also satisfies
xnC1 D f xn C gxn; ;
PCx1 D PCe C γ1 − γ1:
As a consequence, @γCn =@PCγ1 − γ1; 0 is a bounded solution of
xnC1 − f 0γnxn D 0;
PCx1 D PC;
while @γCn =@PCγ1 − γ1; 0 is a bounded solution of
xnC1 − f 0γnxn D gγn; 0;
PCx1 D 0:
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So, from the expressions of γCn and γ
−
n given in the remark following The-
orem 1, we obtain after some algebra
@γC1
@
PCγ1 − γ1; 0 D PC;
@γC1
@
PCγ1 − γ1; 0 D −
C1X
kD1
	− PCT−1kC1gγk; 0;
@γ−0
@
	− P−γ0 − γ0; 0 D 	− P−;
@γ−0
@
	− P−γ0 − γ0; 0 D
−1X
kD−1
P−T−1kC1gγk; 0:
(5.2)
Now, set M xD PCγ1 − γ1; 	 − P−γ0 − γ0x  < ,  being
sufficiently small. As @	−P−γ0=@D0Dγ000 and @PCγ1=@D0D
γ010, we see that, for  sufficiently small, M is an r-dimensional submani-
fold of RPC  NP− (diffeomorphic to the r-dimensional submanifold W D
	− P−γ0 − γ0x  <  of NP−) and its tangent space at the point
0; 0, T0; 0M, is a subspace of NL. As dim NL D r we get T0; 0M D NL.
So, let eX be as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then RPC NP− D eX T0; 0M
and any ; 2 RPC NP− in a small neighborhood of 0; 0 can be writ-
ten uniquely as ; D Q; Q C PCγ1 − γ1; 	 − P−γ0 − γ0,
Q; Q 2 eX,  2 r , for small Q; Q. Using these coordinates, the equation
characterizing the existence of homoclinic orbits can be written as
Le;e D Le;e − γC1 e C PCγ1 − γ1; 
C f γ−0 eC 	− P−γ0 − γ0; 
C gγ−0 eC 	− P−γ0 − γ0; ; 
xD eHex; ;;
where ex D e;e. As in the proof of Theorem 2, using also (5.1) with
n D 0; 1 and (5.2), we see thateH0; ; 0 D 0;
@eH
@ex 0; ; 0 D L− L;
@eH
@
0; ; 0 D
C1X
kD1
	− PCT−1kC1gγk; 0
C gγ0; 0 C
−1X
kD−1
P−T−1kC1gγk; 0:
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By applying again the Lyapunov–Schmidt method, we are led to the system:
Lex D eHex; ; − rX
iD1
 ieHex; ; i;
 ieHex; ; D 0; i D 1; : : : ; r: 5:3
As in Theorem 2 we see that the first equation of (5.3) has a C1 solutionex; D e;;e; that now satisfies
ex; 0 D 0
because of QH0; ; 0 D 0: Thus, the bifurcation function eBk; xD
 keHex;; ;  is identically zero for  D 0, and we define
Gk; xD
8><>:
−1eBk; if  6D 0;
@eBk
@
; 0 if  D 0:
Obviously, Gk; is a C1 function and, for  6D 0, the equation
Gk; D 0 is equivalent to eBk; D 0. Moreover,
Gk; 0 D
@Bk
@
; 0
D  k

L− L
@ex
@
; 0 C @
eH
@
0; ; 0

D  k@
eH
@
0; ; 0 C  k −  k@
eH
@
0; ; 0
C  kL− L
@ex
@
; 0
D 1k C  k −  k
@eH
@
0; ; 0
C  kL− L
@ex
@
; 0;
where we have used the fact that 1k D  k@eH=@0; ; 0. As a
consequence, using eH0; ; 0 D 0, we get
@Gk
@
0; 0 D 10k0 −
@ k
@
0@
eH
@
0; 0; 0 −  kL0
@ex
@
0; 0; 5:4
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where L0 xDdL=dD0. Now, assume 1k0D 0 and rank10k0D r. Then
Gk0; 0D 0 and, taking the derivative with respect to  at  D 0 of
Lex0;  D eHex0; ; 0;  − rX
kD1
 keHex0; ; 0;  k;
we obtain
L
@ex
@
0; 0 D @
eH
@
0; 0; 0 −
rX
kD1
 k
@eH
@
0; 0; 0 k
D @
eH
@
0; 0; 0 −
rX
kD1
1k0 k
D @
eH
@
0; 0; 0:
Finally, as  kL D 0, we get @ k=@0L C  kL0 D 0. Plug-
ging these last equalities into (5.4), we obtain @Gk=@0; 0 D 10k0. The
conclusion follows from the implicit function theorem.
6. SOME EXAMPLES
In this section we apply the result of Theorem 2 to study the bifurcation
from zero to many homoclinic orbits in weakly coupled discrete maps like
xnC1 D f xn C h1xn; yn; ;
ynC1 D gyn C h2xn; yn; ;
6:1
where xn 2 N1 , yn 2 N2 . We assume that
(H1) the unperturbed system
xnC1 D f xn;
ynC1 D gyn
6:2
has the orbit γn D 
( Nx
Nyn
 homoclinic to the fixed point p D ( NxNy ; more-
over, A xD f 0 Nx is invertible and has all the eigenvalues inside the unit
circle, while B xD g0 Ny has all the eigenvalues outside the unit circle;
(H2) the matrices Bn xD g0 Nyn are invertible for any n 6D 0, B0 xD
g0 Ny0 is not invertible, and B0 D B0.
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Remarks. (1) The unique orbit of xnC1 D f xn homoclinic to Nx is ex-
actly xn D Nx because of the assumption on the spectrum of A.
(2) The homoclinic orbit  Nyn of ynC1 D gyn has to be a snap-back
orbit, that is, Nn > 0 exists such that yn D Ny for any n  Nn. This is due to the
assumption on the spectrum of B (the proofs of these properties are easy
and left to the reader).
Let An D
(A
0
0
Bn

, and b1; : : : ; br be an orthonormal basis of NB0. We
have the following:
Proposition 3. Assume (H1) and (H2). Then (with the same notation
of Theorem 2) we have
(a) V D NA0 D span
( 0
b1

; : : : ;
( 0
br
} D RL?,
(b) Qk D bkg00 Ny0bi; bji; jD1;:::;r , k D 1; : : : ; r.
Proof. From the structure of (6.2) we obtain that the linear variational
system along γn is xnC1 D Axn, ynC1 D Bnyn; then the hypotheses on
specA and specB imply that PC D P− D PC D P− D
( 	
0
0
0

. Thus, RPC D
N1  0, NP− D 0  N2 . From V D  2 NP−x A0 2 RPC we
get  2 V if and only if  D ( 0
2

and B02 D 0, that is, if and only if
 2 0  NB0 D NA0. Moreover,
RL? D NPC \ N 	− P−A0
D 0  N2  \ N

0 0
0 	

A 0
0 B0

D 0  N2  \ N1  NB0 D 0  NB0 D NA0:
So (a) is proved. From A0
( 0
bi
 D A0( 0bi  D ( 00 for any i D 1; : : : ; r and the
definition of the aki; j given in Theorem 2, we get that the terms of the
double series vanish for any l 6D 0; then (b) is proved.
Let us give two examples of the application of Theorem 2 and Proposi-
tion 3. Let f x !  be such that f 0 D 0, 0 < f 00 < 1 and consider
the following discrete system in 3:
xnC1 D f xn C h1xn; yn; zn; ;
ynC1 D 4zn1− yn C h2xn; yn; zn; ;
znC1 D 4yn1− zn C h3xn; yn; zn; 
6:3
and let cn be the snap-back orbit of the equation xnC1 D 4xn1 − xn.
Then (6.3) with  D 0 has the orbit 0; cn; cn homoclinic to the hyper-
bolic fixed point 0; 0; 0 with c0 D 1=2, c1 D 1, cn D 0 for any n  2. Let
JD ( 01 10 so that J2 D 	2, the 2  2 identity matrix. Then
An D

f 00 0
0 Bn

; n  0;
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where B0 D 2J − 2	2, B1 D −4	2, Bn D 4J for any n  2. Moreover,
V D NA0 D span
(
0 1 1
}
; Q D Q1 D −16:
Thus, Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 imply that (6.3) has two homoclinic
solutions near γn on one side of  D 0 and none on the other side
provided that
 xD 0; 1; 1
C1X
kD0
T−1kC1
0B@ h10; ck; ck; 0h20; ck; ck; 0
h30; ck; ck; 0
1CA 6D 0:
By the definition of Tn and An, we obtain
TkC1 D
 f 00k 0
0 Bk      B1

:
Thus, as it is not difficult to see that Bk      B1 D −4kJk−1, we obtain
T−1kC1 D
 f 00−k 0
0 −4−kJk−1

and then 0; 1; 1T−1kC1 D −4−k0; 1; 1 because 0; 1; 1Jk−1 D 0; 1; 1. So
 D h20; 1=2; 1=2; 0 C h30; 1=2; 1=2; 0
− 14 h20; 1; 1; 0 C h30; 1; 1; 0
− 112 h20; 0; 0; 0 C h30; 0; 0; 0:
Note that  6D 0 is a generic condition and is independent of h1.
As another example consider the system in 3:
xnC1 D f xn C h1xn; yn; ;
ynC1 D 4yn1− yn C h2xn; yn; ;
6:4
where xn; f; h1 2 2, yn; h2 2 , f 0 D 0, specf 00 D 1; 2, 0 <
1; 2 < 1. The associated unperturbed system has the orbit γn D
( 0
cn
 which is homoclinic (snap-back) to the hyperbolic fixed point p D( 0
0

: the Jacobian matrix evaluated at p has the eigenvalues 1; 2; 4 (the
cn’s are as in the previous example). The Jacobian matrix at γ0 D
( 0
1=2

is A0 D
( f 00
0
0
0

. So V D NA0 D span
( 0
1
 and Q D Q1 D g001=2 D
−8 6D 0. Then Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 imply that the perturbed map
(6.4) has two homoclinic solutions near γn on one side of  D 0 and
none on the other side if the quantity
 D
C1X
kD0
0; 1T−1kC1

h10; ck; 0
h20; ck; 0

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is different from zero. From
TkC1 D
 f 00k 0
0 g0c1      g0ck

and from c0 D 1=2, c1 D 1, cn D 0, for any n  2 we get, after some simple
computations, the generic bifurcation condition
 D h20; 1=2; 0 C g01−1h20; 1; 0 C g00 − 1−1h20; 0; 0 6D 0:
As in the previous example only the scalar perturbative term h2 is involved.
Finally, we give an example of application of Theorem 3. Consider the
system in 2:
xnC1 D f xn C h1xn; yn; ;
ynC1 D gyn C h2xn; yn; ;
6:5
where xn 2 , yn 2 , xnC1 D f xn has the fixed point Nx with 0 < f 0 Nx <
1 and gy D min4ay1− y; 1, a > 1. So the unperturbed system
xnC1 D f xn;
ynC1 D gyn
6:6
has, for  sufficiently small, the family of solutions γn D
( Nx
cn
}
homoclinic to
( Nx
0

, where c0 D 0 C , 0 2  12 1 −
p
1− a−1; 12 1 Cp
1− a−1, c1 D 1, ck D 0 for any k  2, cn < 12 1−
p
1− a−1
for n < 0. All these homoclinics are critical. Note that, even though gy
is not differentiable at the points 12 1 
p
1− a−1, the homoclinic orbits
cnn2 do not pass through them. Hence, gy is C2 in a neighborhood
of cnn2 and Theorem 3 can be applied. We have
An D

f 0 Nx 0
0 g0cn

; n 2 :
Hence, as in the proof of Proposition 3, we get
V D NA00 D span
(
0 1
} D spanγ000;
RL? D span(0 1};  0 D (0 1:
As a consequence, if n  −1, we get  n D T nC1−1A0
( 0
1
 D 0,
and the Melnikov-like function of Theorem 3 is now given by
1 D
C1X
nD0
(
0 1

T−1nC1

h10; cn; 0
h20; cn; 0

:
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We have
T1 D 	; TkC1 D

f 0 Nxk 0
0 g00k−1g01

; k  1:
Thus,
1 D h20; 0 C ; 0 C g01−1h20; 1; 0
C g01−1
C1X
kD2
g00−1k−1h20; 0; 0
D h20; 0 C ; 0 C g01−1h20; 1; 0 C g00 − 1−1h20; 0; 0:
Then a sufficient condition for the persistence of the homoclinic solutions of
(6.5) is the following: there exists 0 2  12 1−
p
1− a−1; 12 1C
p
1− a−1
such that
4ah20; 0; 0 D h20; 1; 0 C 4a− 1−1h20; 0; 0;
@h2
@y
0; 0; 0 6D 0:
Note that we can repeat the above analysis provided gy is constant in a
small neighborhood of a certain point c0 belonging to a homoclinic orbit
cnn2 such that cn ! Ny, n ! C1, gy is C2 in a neighborhood of
cnn2, and Ny is an expanding fixed point. In fact, if this is the case, system
(6.6) has a family of critical homoclinic (snap-back) orbits. Of course, the
associated Melnikov function will be different but depend only on a finite
number (generally small) of points c0; c1; : : : ; c Nn; moreover, cn D cn
is independent of  for any n  1 because gy is flat at c0.
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